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EXPLODED VIEW

I think of life as a kind of diagram or flow chart that is experienced 
as a series of events made up of the repetitive and the 
unexpected. Both these can cause change or a reconfiguration 
of the component parts of what makes up a life. There is a linear 
aspect to this because that is how time is measured, yet there 
is a sense that surrounding that is an array of possibilities: 
simultaneities and cross-overs with other situations, information 
and others’ lives in a variety of contexts. 

Picture this diagrammatically—with sets and subsets, offshoots 
and tangents that shift and reconfigure depending on time, 
place, situation and decisions taken. This kind of diagram is 
not necessarily something fixed, but rather a mechanism that 
fixes things for a time, creating or marking a set of relationships. 
Equally it can stand as an approach to looking and thinking.

Diagrams are not limited to being two-dimensional symbolic 
representations of information. A diagram may order information 
but it can also be ‘a vehicle for destabilisation and discovery.’ 1   
The word diagram comes from the Greek diagramma—that which 
is marked out by lines. In his essay Diagrams as Piloting Devices 
in the Philosophy of Gilles Deleuze Kenneth J. Knoespel expands 
on this meaning saying that

‘The root verb of diagramma means not simply something which 
is marked out by lines, a figure, form or plan, but also carries a 
secondary connotation of marking or crossing out.’ 2 

Knoespel goes on to say that figuring and refiguring creates a 
genealogy of figures, and that

‘From a phenomenological vantage point, the Greek setting of 
diagram suggests that any figure that is drawn is accompanied 
by an expectancy that it will be redrawn. […] Here a diagram 
may be thought of as a relay. While a diagram may have been 
used visually to reinforce an idea one moment, the next it may 
provide a means of seeing something never seen before.’ 3

In A Thousand Plateaus Gilles Deleuze and Felix Guattari refer 
to the diagram as playing a piloting role. Deleuze and Guattari 
discuss the diagram, or the near identical ‘abstract machine’, 
as something that deterritorialises causing elements to cross 
thresholds. ‘The diagrammatic or abstract machine does not 
function to represent, even something real, but rather constructs 
a real that is yet to come, a new type of reality.’ 4 Deleuze and 
Guattari go on to say that diagrammaticism is not a self-evident 
undertaking, but that it involves ‘creative lines of flight’ spinning 
off into reorder, from which other lines of flight emerge. 5 

By their very purpose and nature diagrams are drawn and 
redrawn. They chart and pilot, bringing about shifts in territories 
that in turn bring about further shifts making new terrains and 
relationships. 

For all the readings of the works made under the countenance of
Diagram, the exhibition itself is of course diagrammatic. It 
features work by Massey University School of Art and Design 
staff and was first shown at the Engine Room gallery at Massey 

University, Wellington in 2010. This second version of the 
exhibition at RMIT’s Project Space encompasses changes 
and shifts to the works and content of the first iteration. The 
works are new, remade or reconfigured anew, and some even 
removed altogether, presenting a redrawing or reinscribing of 
the exhibition. To return to Knoespel, concepts can work as 
‘extensions of diagrams and begin to work within imagined 
mental landscapes.’ 6 We construct narratives, sets, subsets 
and tangents from what we are given. Our cognitive activity 
suggests connections and relationships, inscribing and 
reinscribing meaning. It is precisely the openness of the 
diagrammatic that allows influence from outside itself 
that makes it a useful approach. It provides notional order 
but remains open to infinite possibilities of connection. 

Charlotte Huddleston

This essay has been abridged. To read the unabridged version that accompanied the 
2010 exhibition, please visit our website.
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